
7316 — 13th Avenue N.W. 
Seattle, Washington 98107 
9 Oct 68 

Dr. luis Alvarez 
Department of Physics 
University of California at Berkeley 
BerLeley, California 

Dear Sir: 

I recently read a book which referred to your appearance 
on the CBS television show about the Warren Report. I 
would very much appreciate your indulgence for two questions 
that occurred to me. 

First, I wondered if the show accurately rerresented your 
methodology and your conclusions. 

Second, I would like to know if there is any minimum time 
span within which separate shots are not discernible by 
your method. It would seem that if shots were close enough 
together, one wince by Mt. Zapruder would suffice for more 
than one. 

Thtnking you in advance for your trouble, I remain, 

Sincerely yours, 

George B. Rennar 



Very sincerely yours, 

'  

Luis W. Alvarez 

LWA:am 

encls. - copies of correspondence between 
Dr. Menaker and Dr. Alvarez 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

LAWRENCE RADIATION LABORATORY 

BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94720 October 23, 1968 

 

 

Mr. George E. Rennar 
7316 - 13th Avenue, N.W. 
Seattle, Washington, 98107 

Dear Mr. Rennar: 

As you will see from the enclosed correspondence, I have been spending too much time answering questions of the 
sort you pose, so I will simply send along copies of my corre-spondence with Dr. Menaker, and you will learn more from them 
than you will if I had simply answered your two questions 
directly. 

For a long time, I did not answer any letters of the type Dr. Menaker sent me, but he spoke of a number of mutual friends we had, so I put his correspondence in a special cate-gory, and answered it "for old times sake". 



AvALT'Err -111, 	, M D. 
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,,gust 8, Y;8 

ProfeeE;or Luis Alvarez Deprtent of :hysics 
University of California Berkeley, California 04704 

Denr Dr. Alvarez: 

You participated in the CBS Ye77:S INWIRY, "The Warren Re,;ort", which was broadcast over that -television network on June 2:5, 167. You and Mr. Wyckoff indicated that three frames of the Zapruoer film, numbers 100, 227, and 318, were blurred, thus pinpointing Zapruder's response to three shots he had heard. 

Dr. Josiah Thompson of Haverford College, in his bock„ "Six Sec-onds in Dg,ilas", devotes several pages (292-295) to "A Critique of the 
CBS lews Documentary 'The Warren Reort", wherein he points out hat 
frames 197, 210, and 331 were also blurred, but neither you nor Wyckoff nor the CBS commentators teont.i.CLeG, these frame aue,ber, which would., using the reasoning applied to frames 190, 227, and 315, indicate 
shots having been fired. I am interested in your reply to the criticism 
made by Dr. Thompson. 

I also wonder whether there might not be a refractory period, dur-ing which a "startle-reaction" might not be elicited, if a stimulus, such as the sound of a rifle-shot, is repeated about a half second after 
the first stimulus. Thus, if Zapruder heard a second sound about half a second after the first sound (rifle-shot), he might not have register-
ed with a slight tremble of his arm. It might be interesting to inves-
tigate the length of this refractory period in human sub,;ects. 

Welcoming your comments, I am 

Ei 411 

Very sincerely yours, 

Walter Menaker, 
P.S. When I was a student at the U. of ainnesota, I heard your Dad speak. I also used to dine at the men's dorm with several of the sons of your Dad's colleagues (Mann, Sanford, and Lem:eon). I am personally on speaking and note-writing terms with Robert P. Loeb, brother of your older colleague at Berkeley, Leonard Loeb. 
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Dear 	rehake‘r: 

Thank you for your re(.:ht letter eoncerljng r:y contril.on to 

1-,he k:r program on the Warren Renom P Olicie leaf 	through is eo,y of 

Thoml,son's book, when I was in the Pen Ir e 	Airport bocno,), and. 

T noted that Dr. Thompson did not have a very clear idea of what I lad 

done. Put that is not surprising, since 	Wyckoff save a very ab- 

breviated and highly simplified version of my observations, which he 

repeated independently. 

I documented my observations en measurements in two rather len: 

letter to CBS, totalling about 	words. I believe it is typial of 

the intelligence of the people who write books of the sort Jr. Thompnon 

produced, that they think nomeone who in experienced enough in the maing 

of physical observations, that he could be a professor of ehyeicI at one 

of the leading institutions in the world, could overlook some ii lure in 

neme pnotographs, particularly when he appears to be the first ono who had 

ever callcd attention to these blur.;, in a substantive way. Of course, I, 

and ho. Wyckoff as well, looked as every single photograph that won re-

producd in the Warren Report, and not only made detailed measurements of 

the blurs, but in addition determined in what direction the camera, was 

being traversed during that particular frame. What I did was to measure the 

length of each blur, which is of course proeortional to the angular velocity 

of th- optical axis of the camera system. by looking at the backround in 

the photographs preceding and following that particular blurred photograph, 

I could tell which way the camera had moved during the blur. As a result 

of thin, I could assign the length of a blur as, for example, plus 5 milli- 

or minus 1.5 millimeters, where the plus or minus signs indicate 

clockwise or counterclockwise rotation of the camera, an seen from e, point 

above the operator. iaturally, from the point of view of the physicist, I 

was not interested in the angular velocity of the camera, but rather in 

the angular acceleration, since Newton's Second Law tells us that the angular 

acceleration of an object is proportional to the torques acting on it. (The 

most common version of Newton's 5ecod Taw is that the acceleration is pro-

portional to the force, but this is for systems that move in a linear fashion, 

whereas we are dealing-  with a cnmera which is being moved in an angular sense). 

An angular acceleration is simply the difference in the angular velocities, 

divided by the time interval between the two measurements of angular velociy. 

Sinde. the time interval between all successive frames is the same -- abouij,oe  

it 



The handwritten portiOn of Alva;.ez's 
letter of 15 Aug 68 reads: 

so when lice /sic/ blur lengths in 
neighboring frames were subKtracted, 
the differences were essentially 
zero, (no appreciable sudden torque 
acted on the camera. 
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sccohds,'one can get numbers that 	pro:nrtional to ;b anruiar :ccelera- 
ties:, simply by subtracting tie 	 numbert; thatare pro;.c.;:tion'%1 to 
111: ari;ular velocities. by 	chi: sTMtractior of alilar 

algebraic sign, I than cans p with a table of 
war proportional to the angular acceleration of the ea:era, corre:;pondig to a time midway between each pair of successive fra:sa 	1 then ',-;lotte 
the r e angular acceleration values, which could bi tibet pluS or rdnus, as 
a function of the frame number. The startling thing wa:: that there W01-  
three "train:; of pulses", each lasting almost exactly one eeond, with a 
definite starting pulse, and a definite final pulse. One of these sets 
of pulses started at Frame 313, confirming the method, and the other two 
started at Frames whose numbers I can't remember, and since my original 
letters are at homp,i won't bother with them. (Probably they are the frames 
mentioned by Mr. Wyckoff in his report on CBS television.) The conclusion 
I drew then, and the one with which :1r. Wyckoff agreed, was that each shot 
set the neuromuscular system of Mr. Zapruder into oscillation, and it took 
approximately one second for him to damp out the oscillations. As far as 
I could tell from the photographs that were shown in the CBS report, Mr. 
Wyckoff duplicated these trains of oscillatory pulses in his reenactment 
of the photography sequences. You will remember that there were photo-
graphs showing two or three photographers holding Bell and HoWell movie 
cameras, showing that they reacted to the shock wave of a passing bullet, 
by going into a neuromuscular oscillation, with a recovery time of approxi.- 
mately one second. 

-1  
I was not able to examine pictures earlier than the first one 

, shown in the Warren Report, but Mr. Wyckoff did go badlto the Archives in '1"t:, Washington, and made similar measurements for the Zapruder frames from I 
up to the one first shown in the barren report Re showed that althoucrh' 

-1L some of the frames did have appreciable blurs, the length of the blurs 	es— varied smoothly with frame number;Aand simply were , a result Of the fact  thilt Mr. Zupruder was spraying his camera back and forth like a rank 
amateur photographer, rather than like the real pro he appeared to be 
when he settled down to take pictures, when Mr. Kennedy came into view. 
Incidentally, this observation shows clearly why one should not pay any 
attention to blurs, buitonly in the curve showing the difference in blur 
lengths from 	to ,p.edut. Mr. Wyckoff then, and correctly I believe, 
concluded that the oscillatory trains which arc visible in the photo-
graphs reproduced in the Warren Report were really due to some rather distinctive phenomenon, and not due to the fact that Mr. Zapruder had the hiccup.;, as District Attorney Garrison com;nented in his appraisal oC the 
work that Mr. Wyckoff and I did on the films: 	(in the whole sequence of photographs, the oscillatory pulse trains arc concentrated into a narrow time region, including the known time range in which everyone agrees that 
at least two shots were fired. A physicist would say "the background was 

1,4 
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Walter Moniker 
1.' 

Page e 

essentially sero.) 

I concluded then that u 	IOU., and only three ehot were 
fird, sulj 1 pinpointed the times, wrZml a very small fraction of h. 
necond, ['or each shot. in addition to theae three very chylous tines; 
at which shots were no doubt fired, there was another rather weak see, of 
pulses, about half way between what J. labeled as the second shot, and the 

obvious third shot that killed the iteeident. Thin sot bothc:red me 
for a long time, but 1 finally came to what I believe is a propr. cxplana- 
tion for this weak train. Although the 	photo interpreters. who testi- 
fied before the Warren Commission, said that there was no way one! could. 
tell the accurate position or velocity of the car, when the back:troun(" 
was blank (grass), I found two quite separate ways to do this, both of 
which gave the some value of the car's velocity, and both showed a very 
sharp change in velocity at just the time that the fourth weak train of 
oscillatory pulses took place. I puzzled over this for several days, 

and then I read that at about the time of the last shot, the Secret Service 
car just behind the President's car turned. on its siren. Sincee no one was 
very clear about exact times in this extraordinary few seconds, it occurred 
to me that the siren probably came on just before idr. Zapruder's weak 
oscillations started, and just before the driver suddenly slowed down. 
After al], the men in the Secret Service car had seen the President hit, 
and it was only natural that they would have pressed the panic button, by 
starting up the siren. Everyone who has ever di-.iven'a car is taught to 
slow down as noon as he hears a police or fire engine siren, so it is not 
difficult to imagine that the driver of the President's car im'aediately let 
his foot up on the accelerator pedal, when he heard a siren go off twenty-
five feet from his ear. Actually the hard thing to understand is why the 
driver of the President's car kept going at exactly a constant rate during 
at least one, and I believe two shots to the car which he was driving. The 
only thing that I can think of in this connection is that he was reacting.  
like a circus horse, who goes trotting around a ring, at constant speed, 
as the acrobats jump up on his back and turn somersaults. I believe that 
anyone driving the President's car would 1?;we let his foot up from the 
accelerator when he heard a siren 1-1;:c th. 	So we note that the driver 
of the President's car actually slowed down abruptly, and did. not ;peed up 
as he certainly should have done. (any roils have pointed out that if 
the driver had speeded up and turnej rapidly from left to right, the Presi-
dent might have survived the -first bullet to hit him,—entio*helast one 
probaPly would have missed him.) We mu.:;t have an explanation of this 
really extraordinary behavior on the part of the President's driver, which, 
so far as I can tell, I am the only torso;; to have noticed. I believe that 
the siren clearly explains it, and of course it would have triggered 
Zapruder into oscillation, although probably not as strongly as he was 
triggered into oscillation by the obvious gun shots. All of those things 
tic together, and I believe that I did come up with a consistent picture 
of the whole sequence of events that led to the angular accelerations of 
11r. Zapruder's camera, that 1 measured in a very straightforward way. 
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1 hav usually r-fralu,- •. 
I mad, 	althoui;11 	 for 

this sort. The main 	otl, 	a,7h A 
with a res,',Ja.ii orgnbizatitAl of tie 	an, ; 	for wh:.1, LL% ':yekoff works, was so that I would not hay- to ;pen most of r.;.y life wilting lott.ers or thi:; sort -- the monkey would be on their back. You can of 
conr,--e send a copy of this letter 	Dr. Inumpson, but 	fcar it will do DO g,00d -- in his mind I am simply an idiot who could not 	som.2 1,1urs on some photographs that he noticed after I had called attention to the phenomenon, oY if I did sec them, I aid not think they wore worth noting. 

I hope you will not ask me for copies of my two very long letters, which I consider to be personal correspondence with two friends. 

I am pleased to see that w:: have :ome friends in common, including come high school classmates, whose names I had not thought of in years. 

Very sincerely, 

LWA:am 

Luis W. Alvarez 
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September 	lc-JOS 

Professor Luis W. Alvarez 
Lawrence Tiadiation Laboratory 
University of California 
Berkeley, California 04720 

Dear Dr. Alvarez: 

Thank you very much for your :onc and detailed letter of Aug-
ust 15, which I have read several times. 

Before I send a copy of your letter on to Dr. Josiah  Thompson, 
you may wish to make a slight correction. On pace 2, line 11, you 
speak of Frame 313 (which is the famous one showing Kennedy receiving 
the final and fatal shot) when you moan :Frame 31S, which. I have veri- fied from the mimeographed copy of 	Wyckoff's statements onthe a  
CBS program. The others he cites are 100 and 227. So I enclose,your / 
letter for you or your secretary to correct on line 11 of page 2. 

I Irish I knew the exact distance of ltr. Sapruder from the 6th 
floor window of the Book Depository and his dicta i:c f",gom the assassin 
postulated behind the grassy knoll. Dotter yeta()d-re-enactment of the crime with guns fired frow these positions at a target in the position of the President's car, while someone (preferably Zapruder himeelf, as his reaction-time is being measured) stood where Zapruder was at the time of the assassination.. I suspect that a shot fired from the gras- • ey knoll area might result in a blurring of the frames of film earlier than the shot from the Depository (even though the shot from the Dipes- itory occurred earlier). Precise timing would be imperative. 	that is what makes me doubt that two assassin:,-, separated by about 100 yards and not visible to eachother (nor in radio communication), could fire within 0.1 second of eachother, which is What Thompson is postulating. 

3,00king forward to the receipt of4your corrected letter and_again thanking you for the pains you have taken, I am 
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Gratefully yours, 

Walter Menaker, M.D. 
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. enhker: 

When T took your letter home to file with my main7ial 
the 	 of President Kennedy, T pulled out a ecuple of the 
and brough t them in to the laboratory no that I could suplicatc them 
son0 tie TA) you for your own use and so that you could send one of them 
to Pr. 	Thompson. 

The first chart shows the angular acceleration of the optical 
axi,' of 	Zaprudcr's camera, as a function of fraTrie number, readir, 
(ftwn in five separate graphs. I'll maesa few comments on notations asi 
1- A,rks on the chart. First of all you will see that the three main trains 
of acceleration impulses last for almost exactly one second each. In adli-
tion to the three one-second. long trains on the first, second and fifth 
lines, there is the shorter and less intense train starting about 29() teat 
I explained to my own satisfaction, and'to140you about - in -my-last letter. 
On the middle line, there are two pulses that are just out of the noise". 
Py this I mean that there were two photographs where thought that points 
were slightly spread out, and I listed these as minimum signals. These 
are responsible for the two little indications of a back and forth ac-
celeration of the line of sight. ;I would like to stress that the data 
that 	show is all original raw data, and I never did anything to smooth 
out any data, or go back and reme7e points that I thought had significance 
on the first survey. Therefore the two noise pulses on the middle line 
are just at the minimum detectable limit, and since there is always noise 
in any measurement, I don't think-they have to be treated seriously. 
am sorry that I do not have the first 170 frames available, but as 	said 
in my letter, Pr. Wyckoff did measure these, and found that there were no . 
appreciable acceleration pulses, although there were of course streaks due 

a high angular velocity-of the camera during 	Zapruder's enthusiastic 
panning. (ubtraction of the streak length in neighboring frames gives 
differences too small to measure.) 

On the right-hand column, it says "camera turns cwld", which is 
physics shorthand for clockwise looking down. Which moans that the initial 
motion of 1,11-. 'iapruder's camera war such as to move the optical axis of 
his camera suddenly towards the right, and then back to the left. This 
motion occurred in frame 313, and is of the proper sign to be caused by 
the chock wave from the bullet, which passed very close to the camera on 
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I 'endker 

' 	 1 e. 	b. I 
Idt.r:,,.t.oh or the 	wa../ on tee camera, an: dl: no -oerddor'r nonremuscniar red.-tion. ,r eourre that r 

n 	. 	in the next few ;crn n. nut iv  
lh,  first reaction was ef..easioned 	-the 	pr, —dre a.tir,r, 

11,;c1C. 	samd pressure ii of course what brem... n :Ilfcrrodic airplauc flies overheal.. 	(in the carver - tn, didn't ea.d. 	efte.c to the ,:amera and war tzlerefore not :;fun,, coCoa eutwe 1.. direct interaction.) 

The two circles on the first and second lines arc my best an to when the shot war: fired -- about 10 of a second before 	;7aprc.d.cr':; neuromnrcujar system went into oscillations. There is much in tho literature that says that the response time of the human neuromuscular system is a third - of a second, and therefore it seers; reasonable that the first reaction would come about a third of a second after the system had been stimulated. 	You will note that the pulses are about one third of a second arart. 	!Apr this reason, my best guess as to the times of the three shots arc approximately rci, 217, and of course 313. 

I have never checked to see what Pr. Wyckoff said, until this very moment, when I looked at your letter again. I see you say that he,ctuctc.: ;: 	
0 

190 and r(, which of course are different than my best guesses. 	-,et me remind you again that the reason I asked C.7) to get someone like 	"::yckoff to do the job, was so that I wouldn't be spending the rest of my life writing letters explaining why I thought it was one frame number while somebody else thought it was another. I still like the numbers I selected better than the ones Dr. Wyckoff did, but please let's not get into an argument about this.) 

The Warren Commission, according to the notation I made on the chart, said that the shot that they could identify came somewhere in the range of frames 206 to 225. As far as I can tell this came largely from an examination of Mr. Kennedy's reaction in putting his hand to his throat. I think it is interesting that my suggestion that it happened at frame 217 comes almost halfway between the two limits set by the Warren Commission • report, 

k'fore T. leave this figure, T. should say that I believe it could be reproduced by anyone who took Lilo trouble to examine and measure the photeraphs reproduced in volumes that were appended to the Warren Report. I should say that I started out measuring each streak with a fine scale • and a pair of dividers, but after I had gone about halfway through; the frames, i concluded that I could do just about as well by looking at the streaks and assigning them an estimated value between i and 5, together of course with .the algebraic sign saying which way the acceleration moved. the camera axis. I mention this only to say that a remcasurement might 
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Pr. lq.lter Mewt.141.  
:H,dember :), 
rage 

mar:nituder of the acceleration ;;, but it would certainly not 
• chane 	sic;ns, nor change the frame numbers at which tlhey  occurre,•• 
i did the m,-arurements as well af! I could, and as I said ear:lier I never • 
chaxi,wd ay immbers, and C certainly did not go back and reputthe mca.;ure-

. ments. Fer 1.1 m reason, S may have made a mistake or two, but T no not 
• think that the general pattern of the trains of acceleration pulses can 
he changed by further measurements. Certainly it does absolutely no good 
to u, :e a micror:cope or a magnifying glass, since the pictures available 
are all half tones, and one can actually see better without a magnifying. 
glass under those conditions. 

The second figure shows the position of the car relative to the 
backgr(mnd, from frames 260 to 540. I was Mot interested to read the de-

! tails of the testimony by the •FBI photo interpretation expert, who said. 
• that it was absolutely impossible to tell where the car was in this period, 

since there were no marks on the background against which to make the measure-
ments. If you look at these pictures, you will see that there was a shiny 
piece of metal or glass on the grass, and this reflected light directly 
from the sun into Mr. Zapruder's camera. As a result of this, there is a 
streak in the background which one can use as a perfect reference mark, 
and measure the position of the car certainly better than ± 4 inches, in 
real space. 	The curve shows that the car was going at a very uniform 
speed very near to 12 miles an hour, from frame 260 to about frame 300, and 
• after that it again went at a very constant speed, but closer to 8 miles per 

hour. All of the points on this graph are again original data, with no 
smoothing of any sort. The fact that the line goes through practically 
the center of each point indicates the extreme accuracy of the measurements. 
At an average of about 10 miles an hour, the car moved about 15 feet per 

. second, or close to 1 foot per frame. The very small scatter of the points..  
will convince you that I knew- exactly where- the car was during this whole 
period, and that the sudden-change in the velocity was a real thing, and 
that it should be explained in some way. 

In addition to the two curves that I show here, I made'a number 
of others, one of which showed quite conclusively that the camera was not 
running at 24 frames per second, as Mr. Zapruder was at one time quoted as 
saying. It took me several weeks to find a "clock", that would let me make 
such a statement unequivocally. From the point of view of the physics of 
the investigation I made, I got more personal satisfaction out.of that 
discovery than out of anything else, since it took a good deal of observa-
tion and analytical experience, to make the deduction. I don't believe 
that anyone seriously questions the camera speed any more, so it can 
simply remain a bit of personally satisfying detective work that I did 
on that matter.. 



Pr. Walter Menaker 

rage h 

I have 'Iit reread your ltter, ad.amreally quite astounded 
that voii.  would think I would change my letter to agree w:iih something 
thatr.Wyekoff 	011,:e a scientist comes to believe that i.' should 
only rublish things that are the consensus of the measur,:mcnts at all of 
his 	I. 'i.e associates or competitors, he stops being a scientist. 
ilkr.!,y;:11,elLv I am finding that many of my young associates feel that 
tin y dc; hi never publish anything until they have telephoned to all of 
the people they know who are doing similar experiments in this country 
ant abroad, to see if they arc "getting the right answer". I am in-
tensely oppood to, this way of doing 'science, and that is why Ir- reacted. 
no ntrongi.y Co your 'suggestion that I change something that I stated with 
some conviction in my letter. (Of course anyone can make typographical • 
errors, and had you pointed out such an error, I would have been happy 
to change it. But the thought that I should change my personal con-
elusion because it disagrees with something Mr. Wyckoff said, is 
'absolutely shocking to me.) 

Very sincerely, 

Luis W. Alvarez 

LWA:am 

1114k1,,, - 
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Tel. (212)-703-0406 
	

WA LTER 31 EN.Ali ER 	. D. 
62-02 108th Street 
Forest 

11375004,40‘00010 
Octo'oer 16, 106S 

Professor Luis W. Alvarez 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University, of California 	. 
Berkeley, California_ 9,1720 

Dear Dr. Alvarez: 

I was-pleased to get your detailed letter of September 20 after I 
had been "IlogrWvbxfyour surprising reply or comment (headwritten) at 
the bottom of "my thp'y of September 12. In the very last paragraph of 
yours of the 80th you state that you have- reread mine of the-1,7;th and 
that you interpret it as an attempt to have you change you letLer to 
agree with Mr. Wyckoff. If you had also reread your repeated reierences 
in yours of August 15 to the '"oscillations" of Yr. Zapruder's "neuro-
muscular system" and realized that no one could believe --- as you still 
do not -1- that frame 313 could show any "oscillations of Zapruder's • 
neuromuscular system", you would aave realized that I thought you had 
merely misspoken yourself when you alluded to pulses starting at Frame 
313. You now postulate that , unlike Frames 181 or 182 and 220 or 221, • 
Frame 313 is due to a shock wave. So.  you see my motive was (without ace-
ing the graph you have now sent me)- to correct what I thought was an in- 
advertent misstatement by you or a typographical error of your secretary. 

If the graph that Mr. Wyckoff has worked out --- and I hope you can 
get a copy of his graph --- is the .same as yours, I fail to see why he 
ignored the'starting points at 131-182 and 220-221. You say that you", 
assume it takes 1/3 second for the neuromuscular system to respond to 
.a stimulus., As each Frame is 0.055 second, it takes 6 Frames to cover 
0.330 second. (But I think you overestimate the time it takes forthe.  

'h^,euromuscular system to react to a startle-stimulus.) Youoverlook the, 
time that sound takes to traverse about 270 feet from the tth floor 
Depository window to Zapruder's ears --- about 1/4 second or 4 to 5 
Frames. Thus the shots would be fired 10 to 11 Frames before the os-
cillations that begin at 181-182 and 220-221. As I think that the neuro-
muscular response takes about 1/6 ?.Q(1 ). 76e.utued subtract a total of 
only 7 or 8 Frames, thus putting the:fIttilt two'ghots at :Frames at 174- 
and 213. But 4et me remind you that you have no positive proof as yet.  
that the oscillations at 181-182 and 220-221 are riot "shock wave" re- 

'sponses, as is Flame 313. That is why I think it is high time that those, 
who express an interest in getting to the bottom of this thing; ought to 
behave like' scientists by passing from the observational stage to the 
• • experimental stage and determine, by firing a gun near a man of Z;apru-

der's make-up (age, etc.), how long it takes for his hand (holding a 
camera or a pen that is poised) to respond to a loud noise, and also 
to determine whether a chock wave shows up even if the gun is fired 
almost 100 yards away and the bullet comes no nearer than 50 yards away. 
Yesterday I spoke by phOne with several authorities or investigators of 
the nervous system, but not a single one could answer the question of, 
how long it takes for the human hand to respond to an unexpected noise. 
If you will use the facilities of your own .department (and, if need be, 
of related departments) at Berkeley, you may become the, foremost author 

ity on the correct answer to this auestion. 



Gratefully yours; 

Walter Menalc,c4",;.7.. D. 

1.(1"-' 	IVY to 	10-16-68 

I shall 'cc i2.c1 to 1 -17n V116,-te you 	yor colleaues are able to 

zLscertain rci7ardin7 the 	 for a r:n.:1 (like Z.12ruder) 
to respond to a rific-hot, L-z ovidonced in a troL;or of 	or hand. 

(I )aso welcome literatu:ce so 	._ 	 cn 	zuct.) 
Your cr:i..ch indicates that, in actual praztic,:, *on plaoin the 

time of the [Mote, you e.ubtract only 	or4Iora:::,ez (ecvE.,.lent t,bout .- 

0.16 to 0.22 5econd). 'Alen 	 the time or 22Rmo won l':ennedy 
was hit, I would subtrct 7 or 2 	then add 	(for :le: tie it took 

the bullet to travel) where Prac,c 220-2:1 	conccr.lr:d,. tIvaE.4 making 

the time of t:kle hit to be at Fr;J:cirA 1,15. 	(r'_e w6,s about le0 :,;et from 
the Depository window; the velocity of the bullet is assumed to be 
about twice that of sound.) 

Dr. Thompson mentions that the filme uced by the Warren CovAmission 
are a copy of a copy, c.nd hence are not so clear az what :one 'Liiht be 
able to get if you were able to perade LT= ml7azine to lend a copy 
taken directly of the original Zaruder film 	their vault. • lie shows 
examples of each to illustrate the difference in clarity. 

T am cending "zeroxed" copioc of :rour letters (to me) of 4',u gust 15 

and September 20 (with the two charts) to Dr. Jociah Thompson. 

With many thanks for the time and energy you have given, and with 
hopes for reliable information on the actual time for a "startle-reaction; 

I remain 



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

LAWRINCC RADIATION LABORATORY 

nCRKELEy, CALIFORN IA 947Z0 October 23, 1968 

Dr. Walter Menaker 
69-09 108th Street 
Forest Hills, Newyork 11375 

Dear Dr. Menaker: 

;Thank you .verymUch for:Your latest letter.• I'm afraid that'.: 
We are now getting into'the little details with whiCh I,Vowed T,would  :not concern myself. YOuyill,remember that I stated that the main 
reason Lashed CBS,to hire an 'independent consulting firm to.analyze 
the films themselves, Using the general principles I enunciated, in 14,, letters, was to avoid being questioned about a difference Oftwo Or:': 
three frames here or there: 

I find that you hive devoted more.than a page of single-spaced 
typed comments ;concerning what I would class as minor detailS of timing. 
I can't for the life of me understand why these should be of, any interest to anyone, but:that is foryou to decide for yourself. F6rexample when you say "yOu overlooked the time that sound takes to traverse about 270 
feet from the sixth floor depository window to Zapruder's earscan.' 
just as well ,pointOut that you forgot to include the timethe.bullet: 
took to get from the depository window to the automobile."If-:the bullet 
were traveling close to the velocity of sound, these two things would 
very nearly cancel out, .since the sound does not come "from the WindOW": 
but'is a shock wave that comes from the bullet in flight. 

You say "if you will use the facilities of your departMent 
if need be, of related departments) at Berkeley, you may beCome the fore-
most authority on the correct answer to this question." That may very 
well be true, but I haven't- the slightest interest in becoming such an 
authority." 

My reference to the one-third of a second reaction time was 
really not" to the'time from-the stimulus to the reaction, but really to the oscillation period of-the neuromuscular system. Since Ham not an 
expert in this field, I mixed up the definitions,..,but as a±physicist I  
would simply say "the characteristic time of the neuromuscular SysteM 
is one-third of a second."?,„ This is typical "physicist talkandmeanS., 
that the reaction time is not measured in nanoseconds or microseconds' 
or milliseconds or seconds or hours or centuries or RonS. Since phY0-. cists deal with times that go from approximately 10 	seconds to 10,r, years, it is important for'them to state what the "characteristic time" 
is of any system they study. So when I implied that the characteristic 
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time of the neuromuscular ! system was ,one-third of a second,: I was.not' 

trying to specify it in any more detail than that 

As you can see from my comments, I feel that our letters are
 

degenerating into details about whether something happened i
n:this 

frame or tWo' frames earlier or two frames later, and I reall
y:have 

absolutely no interest in such a discussion. Perhaps if you:
 could in-

didate to, ie why you consider it important„I,:could get inte
rested. 

But in the'absence of:suchan explanation, I just will have 
to say 

I can't take thettimeanswer all'the detailed questions yOU
':,ask_ 

Ifwill 	

„-. 
i 

comment on only one of the'questions you asked:J. You 

wondered why if I believed that the reaction in frame 313 Co
uldtejdue 

to a -direct interaction,of the shock wave, the earlierframeS 
could 

not have such an explanation. If you will look at the char
“Jsent 

you, you will see that the angular acceleration in frame 30
/.1stclOck-

wise looking down, and the'other "first reactions" of the cam
era are.: 

counterclockwise looking doWil. Had the earlier two been in
:thesame 

direction, I might not have come to my stated conclusion, an
d Would: 

certainly have entertained the possibility that they were du
e to 

direct interaction of the shock wave with the camera. My ca
libration.  

point is of course the shOtat 313,'where the camera moved i
n the 

direction I wouldjiave eXpected it to move from the interac
tidnofa 

close-by shock wave with; the camera body. (In the two earlieryShots,. 

the bullets -- not the gun' -- werefarther from the camera,..,
sO the:. 

shoc1 waves were less intense.) 

Very sincerely yours, 

  

INA:am 

Lairl lvarez ' 
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124v Hi point st. 
Los Angeles, calif. 90U3s 
October 30, 1968 

Mr. George Rennar 
/316 13th Avenue, N.W. 
Seattle, wash, 9810/ 

Dear George, 

Many thanks for sending the copies of yours and IienaI:er's correspon- dence with Alvarez. Again, he does not choose to deal with the crucial question,XXsxxxxxixst the possibility (to my mind, the certainty) of additional shots fired very close to those he specifies -- Which he has admitted to me would be undetectable with his method. Since the two additional hits I posit the 237-238 Connalkshot, and the second JFK isad head-shot at app. 314) both are in this category, his repeated failure to confront the implications renders meaningless his conclusion that "...three shots and only three were fired..."khis letter to henaker, 4(15468) 
Pb 

In his letter to me of 2 5/10/68, Alvarez said: 

t',.., 

"This is What I sap in the Kennedy film--a eries of three well- defined trains of oscillations, each lasti q approximately one second. I attributed these three trains -- not fte individual pulses within a train -- to a shot. I am quite confined that one cannotpse thiss method to look at shots that come closer than 1 second, sinbe then the trains would overlap, and could not be resolved." 
In my letter to him of. 5/16/68 I s aid: 

"I believe that CBS should hay e indicated to the public that your analysis did notrreclude more than three shots having been fired if any two were fired within a second of each other. i feel sure I am correct in assuming that you informed them of this, am I not?" 
In his distinctly testy reply of 5/23/68 he dealt with irrelevancies and did not answer my question. In my next letter to him ,5/31/68)'1 repeated the question as follows: 

"in my last letter, on the assumption that you had informed CBS of this one-second limitation, I pointed out ti at they should have indi- cated this fact to the public. You did not respond to my request for Clarification as to whether or not my assumption was correct, and I again ask for such clarification." 

He startedd his next (again, testy) letter of 6/8A68 with the following: 
"Referring to your latest letter on the Zapruder films, you are cer- tainly right that the conclusion -hat there were only three shots does depend on the fact that if there had been more shots, some of them must have occurred within one-half second of another one. 1 fail to see why CBS should have informed the public of this half- second time resolution, because they did not go into any detail at all as to the nature of the trains of oscillations, but merely pointed out the three times when the three shots that showed up were !fired. I would take your concern about the notification of the public of the one-second limitation seriously if, when you publish your work, you put in a proviso that you cannot eliminate the possibility that 13 more shots were fired in a frame you designate as coinciding with a shot. You will certainly have to agree your method has a resolution 
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time of apppoximately 2 frames, or 1/9 second, as contrasted with ft the half-second resolution of my met hod. That mall difference be-tween our two reselutions hardly seems significant to me." 
In my last letter to him, 6/15/68 'copy enclosed), I decided to play straight-man to his reductio ad absurdam, and tried once more to get a meaningful answer to the question. Although he has not replied!  i now believe that CisS was not specifically informed of the limitation --although i. am certain it wouldn't have influenced their snow job even had he done so. 

It isn't clear.to me whether his one-second resolution of 5/10/68, which seems to haysipecome a one-half second resolution by 6/8/68, has now been reduced to a one-third second resolution this letter to Nenaker, 9/20/68, pg2). 

Also, Y note he repeatedly uses the same testiness in his letters to Menaker as he did in mine. Y don't know if this is his noun al per-sonality, or Whether it's reserved for those questioning his findings on the assassination. Dr. Alvarez protests too much. 

Sincerely, 



 

J . Luis Alvarez 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
Berkeley, Calif. 94720 

Dear Dr. Alvarez: 

1249 Hi Point St. 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90035 
Jane 15, 1968 

You soy in your letter of June 8 th atyou would take seriously my 

concern about CBS' failure to notify the public of the one-second limit 

tation in your method only if, when published, my work contains a proviso 

noting that I ". . cannot eliminate the possibility that 13 more shots 
were fired in a frame (I) designateas coinciding with a shot". 

Your suggestion that my finding of five hits cannot by itself eater.. 

limb the maxizwm number of shots tired is not only well taken, but is 

fact which I have recognimed from the first,and which I usually call to 

the attention of interested parties. la fact, I have long believed that 

in addition to the five hits, at least one additional shot missed--a 
shot which I cannot pinpoint by studying the Zapruder film. 

But despite our agreement th at neitier of our methods can establish 

the maximum number of shots fired, tle situations are not really male.,  

gone as you seem to indicatd; for your findings have been presses. 

ted, and presented by CBS in such a way as to give the pub 	the false 

impression that the three 'shots you specify do in fact represent the maul. 

mum (as well as the minimum). This of course is a crucial determinatiam, 

for it is well understood that no more thine three shots, and 	 not 

as many as five, could have bean fined from 'he Hannlicher- 
fore, CBS,  presentation of your findings as scientific proof 4h at there 

were three *hots and no more than three constituted an Indispensable prep 

to its defense of the warren Commission,* lone-assassin theory; whereas 

a disclosure by CBS that your findings did not establish the maxims 

number of shots fired would hswe semouirg Taermined this prop. On the 

other hand, my acknowl dot that the five shots detectable by ra, method 

fix only the minimum number fired in no way invalidates the thesis that 

the Commission's i1rae..4hot lone.assassim case is untenable. 

Although I found interesting your opimion that 5 CBS had no
 reason 

to inform the public of the limitation imposed by your method, I must 

point out--with all due respect--that the question in my lettermen's 

of May 31, which I had posed earlier on May 16, was addressed not to a 

matter of opinion but to one of tact; i.e., use CBS info led of the 
time.resolution limitation in your study (whether the one-second limit.. 

tion you epecified in your letter of May 10, or the one-half second 

mentioned by you on JIMIN 8)? 

awarely yours, 

Raymond Marcus 


